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Maggie Angus - A Playground of Fanciful Jewellery

Maggie Angus is a new jewellery range full of pretty and unique must haves designed by artist Anna Evans,
who names her range after her jewellery junkie Grandmother. Each piece is deliciously fun, quirky and has
a great mischievous edge.

Sept. 11, 2010 - PRLog -- Maggie Angus is an exciting new jewellery and design label by Anna Evans,
creating deliciously fun, bright and funky acrylic pieces for all mischievous fashionistas. 

Anna's unique designs are based upon her artistic illustrations, weird and wonderful vintage finds, a sparkle
of glamour plus a good dollop of humour. Her launch collection includes adorable doily edged hearts -
perfect to wear with autumnal floral dresses - to striking silhouette’s of ballroom dancers. 

The label’s name Maggie Angus plays homage to Anna’s Scottish Grandmother who was an avid jewellery
junkie, collecting pieces from all over the world. Having inherited this collection, Anna’s jewellery box and
addiction to unusual accessories grew, as did her passion for creating her own pieces. 

Anna studied Art and Design for many years including at the University of Edinburgh and is no stranger to
the world of fashion,  as it was after working in London at ELLE and Red fashion magazines that she fully
established MaggieAngus.com in early 2010. 

For the full collection visit the website http://www.maggieangus.com
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